LEGEND
SEEKERS
In a world where adventure calls and
the intrepid answer... where the daring
explore a mystifying world of Dream
and Thought… where heartbreak twists
into furious desperation… where
virtuosic fits of funkiness stare
brazenly into the face of danger…
where forgetfulness drives discovery
and hope…
In this world, Leviathan — a creature
that haunts the Ancient Depths — lies
in wait to strike upon those that seek
its legendary might!
Who will win this contest of wills? The
stirring waves bear witness to this
eternal struggle…
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INTREPID:

“Weeping Willow” is a dramatic, soulful
work for two violins and piano. Calling
upon the Jewish heritage of similar
works (like Ernest Bloch’s “Baal Shem”
and John Williams’ music for
“Schindler’s List”), this duet explores
passionate worlds of texture, from
drawn-out, twisting melodies of
heartbreak to the fury of driving,
desperate passages.

A Fantasy for Oboe/English Horn
Soloist & Chamber Ensemble
(2015)
Angela Wells (Oboe/English Horn solo)
Orchestra: Kinga Bacik & Larry Briner
(cellos), Cecilia Cruz (concertmaster), Virginia
Figueiredo (clarinet), Damion Frigillana
(percussion); Lisa Grzanka, Juliana Hogan, &
Daniel Hooper (violins), Elizabeth Huston
(harp), Tina Huynh (flute/piccolo), Michael
Jung (piano), Mark Malone (trombone),
Charlotte Goode & Sharon A. Ray (violas),
Jay Rubottom (bass), Xale Slusser (bassoon),
and Chris Wilson (horn).
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Evoking the driving forces of metamorphosis
and migration, INTREPID is a cinematic
Fantasy for soloist on oboe and english
horn, with small chamber orchestra
accompaniment. It is rich in color and
texture, persistently forward-moving on its
sweeping journey.
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This unaccompanied solo for viola offers
the daring artist a “fever pitch” of drama,
melody, and virtuosity! For approximately
six minutes, the violist is set free to
explore a mystifying world of Dream and
Thought, flitting between the sounds of
Celtic melancholy, J.S. Bach, and George
Gershwin with simply their imagination
and instincts to guide them.
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WEEPING WILLOW
(2016)
Irene Shiao & Sarah Wallin Huff
(violins); Michael Jung (piano)

(2015)
Tina Huynh (flute) & Michael Jung
(piano)
A funky solo for flute with piano
accompaniment, this intense and
spastic work exploits various
manipulations of a twelve-tone row
(dodecaphony) and sets the serial
melody to a backdrop of hard bop and
swing. While it is a flurry of virtuosity,
DodecaFunky nonetheless convinces
itself not to be taken too seriously.

FEVER PITCH
(2017)
Charlotte Goode (Viola solo)

DodecaFunky
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FORGOTTEN MELODY
(2006/2017)
Irene Shiao (violin) & Michael Jung
(piano)
“Forgotten Melody” seeks deep within
the soul to uncover that which was once
hidden. This short work was originally
composed in 2006 for a small graduate
school assignment. I had accidentally
stumbled upon the old file in 2017,
remembered how charming it was, and
decided to clean it up and bring it out
into the open! Irene Shiao and Mike Jung
breathe such beautful life into this sweet
miniature.
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LEVIATHAN OF THE ANCIENT DEEP
(2008)
Sarah Wallin Huff (6-string electric violin solo, acoustic effects, and sequencing)
Concerto for solo 6-string electric violin, chamber orchestra, EWI (Electric Wind
Instrument), and synthesizer. Taking its cue from the Hebrew description of the Creature
of antiquity and imagination, this Concerto features the virtuosic properties of the sixstring electric violin with its immense range, while the various and creative sounds
available to the synthesizer and electric wind instrument (EWI) enhance the beauty of the
acoustic orchestra.
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I. SEEKRS OF THE LEGEND
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II. SIGHTING
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There go the ships: [there] is that
Leviathan, [whom] thou hast made to
play therein.

Canst thou draw out Leviathan with
an hook?... None is so fierce that dare
stir him up...
Upon earth there is not his like, who is
made without fear... He is a king over
all the children of pride

ORIGINAL ALBUM
ART
By Tim Wilsie

III. THE HUNT

THANK YOU!...

In that day the LORD with his sore
and great and strong sword shall
punish Leviathan... that crooked
serpent; and he shall slay the
dragon that [is] in the sea.

To the following people
who helped make this
album possible!
Paul Ciano (Seeker), Matt Cromwell
(Seeker), Elizabeth L. Erickson (Gold
Level Backstage Member), Lori Huff
(Seafarer), Cindy Wallin (Seafarer &
Diamond Level Backstage Member),
Bridget Willard (Seeker), WordImpress
(Seafarer)

